Shower Kit-Sets

We can make dreams come true.
Our pre-formed shower panels and elements are
designed to have them assembled on-site in less than a
day and tiled the next day. Forget the hassle with cutting
timber or PLY boards, or the struggle to create curved
constructions with GIB boards.
All our elements fit together like LEGO, so our system is
not only safe- it’s also easy.

The elements are normally 80mm thick as they are free-standing and self supporting. The idea behind the tiled or plastered

wall elements which have a curved shape is to create a leak-free shower without the need of any glass doors
Very common and easy to install are the following models:

However if it
is necessary
due to time
pressure or unavailability of a good tiler Shower Solution by
TILES AND MORE is able to have the shower kit-sets pre-tiled to any desired type or design of tiles.

Shower kit-set in
2 meters by 1 meter.

Construction & Tile underlay Boards

The Shower Solution by TILES AND MORE’s Construction &
Tile underlay Boards are constructed from an extruded
polystyrene core coated on both sides by a highly polymer
modified cement like coating. Encapsulated within the coating
is an alkaline resistant glass fiber reinforcing mesh.

The foam core ensures outstanding thermal insulation
properties and high compressive strength with very low weight.
The cement based coating gives the product exceptional
impact strength and resistance. The cement coating also
improves the fire resistant qualities of the board and creates a
tile ready face.
Our boards are manufactured in a variety of thicknesses, from
10mm to 100mm, and in areas from 1200mm x 600mm to
2400mm x 1200mm. They are used in large quantities to
insulate underneath electrical under floor heating and as
waterproof wall boards in wetroom, steamroom or damp
environments.
Being light weight, these structural boards are easy to cut and
shape. All our Construction Boards can be used to create all
manner of complex structures
be it in the bathroom, in the shower, in the kitchen, in the
sauna, pool, balcony,
…you name it!

As well as providing a light weight but solid substrate the thermal insulation qualities make it an ideal partner for under-floor and underseat heating.
Strong, versatile thermal insulation boards to tailor waterproof environments.
Bathrooms
Showers
Wet Rooms
Spas
Steam Rooms
Swimming Pools
In conjunction with easy to cut and shape straight boards of different thicknesses we provide many options to design and construct
environments as desired. Even if the great flexibility of the standard items are not enough to realize your ideas, custom items can be
designed, modeled and fabricated to individual requirements.
Shower Solution by TILES AND MORE also developed the SLIT Construction Board which is designed to create curved or round
shapes and claddings.
Hard foam support element longitudinally or transversely slit.
Anywhere, you wish to have a rounded shape, e.g. for designing

Surface design in conjunction with the Construction Board by TILES AND MORE

Our construction panel as the substrate for wall, floor and
constructions requires an attractive surface. Only then does it
have the individual design that can hardly be realized so
quickly, easily and cleanly by any other building material
combination. The individual form due to the substrate of our
Construction Board and the surface design by ceramics or
plasters turn any bathroom into something unique.

The proven method
In the bathroom and in wet areas of wellness installations you
usually find the proven ceramic coverings. This is not
surprising, as tiles offer such versatile design possibilities by
using decors, colors and glazing options. They are also robust
and protect the wall beneath them from moisture.
Antistatic
Not combustible
Easy to clean and hygienic
Non-fading and color-fast
Durable and hard-wearing
Environmentally compatible
The construction panel is the ideal substrate for tiles, because
they offer optimum hold for cement-based adhesives and
seals. Even more advantages of the hard foam support
elements in systems with ceramics:
Emission-neutral, i.e. no vapors that are detrimental
to health
Neutral in smell
Resistant to mould
Water resistant
No subsequent affect on ambient air

The alternative
Why not try something different? Plasters and decor plasters
are becoming increasingly popular for surface design in
bathrooms and wellness areas – frequently in combination with
tiles. Hence, not only additional room for design is created, but
also the application is possible e.g. where tiles or mosaic
cannot be installed due to curves.
The construction panel ELEMENT is also the right substrate for
plasters, as the mortar coating offers reliable adhesion.

Tile-ready Shower Base Element
The ready-made shower base element from TILES AND
MORE makes it possible to install floor-level showers easily,
quickly and safely. Shower Solutions represents top quality
and durability along with advanced technology and ease of
installation.
Floor-level showers are in fashion – and no wonder. An
unbroken, level tiled floor makes for the ultimate in harmony,
comfort and elegant looks. Compared to conventional showers
with separate basins, a shower with no impediments has many
advantages. Level-floor showers can be an attractive solution
for your bathroom since the tiles can be chosen to suit your
tastes, as can the size and shape of the shower cubicle itself.

A floor-level shower
can also make life
easier for people
who have physical
difficulties due to age
or disability. With
suitable planning,
showers of this kind
can be made suitable
for wheelchairs or
walking frames. As
such, you can prepare
for your own old age
or for the care of a
physically impaired
relative.

Our pre-sloped Shower Base Boards are made the same way as the Construction Board
With the same characteristics: strong, waterproof, and water resistant, easy to install
And work with.
We do a huge range of different styles, shapes, sizes and thicknesses. Even pre-tiled
Shower Base Elements ready to be installed or whole Shower Kit-Sets with all the pipes
And mixers in it –ready to be plumed in.

Our range of Raised and Level Access
kits provide a total solution for tiled
wetrooms. In installations with
concrete floors or difficult waste pipe
routes the Raised Kits provide a
simple solution. A pre-machined base
is provided into which the drain and
pipe work is fitted. The Level Access
kit enables you to create a 'step free'
wetroom with the entire floor being
lined in our waterproof insulating
material. This floor detail is a perfect

base for the addition of electrical under
floor heating into your new wetroom
providing that extra level of luxury.
In addition to these kits we also
provide a great variety of Slim Board
trays, at 10mm maximum thickness,
which can be installed flush with the
top of your existing floor boards.

If your requirements cannot be fulfilled
by our wide-ranging collection then
please enquire about our bespoke
shower tray service and our capacity
to produce to your specification within
a few days from order.

